„Finger Food Tree“
item:
8018.01
8018.02
8019.01
8019.02
8019.03
8019.04
8019.05
5660

tree, h: 1,21m (not bended)
tree, h: 1,66m (not bended)
support spring clip
support small ring
support medium ring
support large ring
support spiral
velcro strap, length 43cm

Wildly bent tree branches, supported by a base of polished stainless steel!
The new “Fingerfood Trees” by Zieher are absolutely inspiring by their extraordinary optic
and variable applications due to the different attachments.
A number of attachments and suitable inputs offer a lot of possibilities and provide the basis
for the chef’s imagination: The “Fingerfood Trees” are perfect for patisserie creations,
savory snacks in the form of mini-wraps or skewers, fruit with chocolate icing
or just for jam at breakfast buffets. Furthermore, they can be placed on both, buffets and
bar tables with the solid base ensuring stability.
This extraordinary way of presenting finger food will surprise and fascinate your guests and
will definitely make a lasting impression on them.
The “Fingerfood Trees” (8018.01 and 8018.02) are available in two sizes (height when bent
90cm and 120cm) and each is furnished with 30 branches. Those can be bent at will and
be equipped with 5 different attachements (please order separately).
Next to a clip (8019.01) that holds wooden skewers,
a spiral (8019.05) for small wraps and waffles,
we offer rings in three sizes (8019.02 - .04),
whereby the medium size is especially
designed for holding small conical jam jars
(e.g. Bonne Maman).
Velcro straps (5660) for fastening the branches are available from the accessory
section and enable easy transport and space-saving storage of the bent trees.
For item (8018.02) we recommend to use 2 straps (5660).

1. package contents (8018.01 and 8018.02):

-

Fingerfood Tree in demounted and not bended condition
1 Allen key and 2 Allen screws for easy assembling

2. accessories (please order separately):

-

8019.01

support spring clip, 10pcs/ pack

8019.02

support small ring (Ø: 2,8cm), 10pcs/ pack

8019.03

support medium ring (Ø: 3,8cm), 10pcs/ pack

8019.04

support large ring (Ø: 5,6cm), 10pcs/ pack

8019.05

support spiral, 10pcs/ pack

5660

velcro strap 43cm, 1pcs

3.assembling and bending instructions:
Please note: The trees are delivered without bent branches!
This has to be arranged before the first use.
The branches are made of stainless steel
and are lowering when loaded with food.
This is why the branches should not be bent
too far down when the tree is not loaded with food.
In order to obtain a more favourable result, we recommend to bend the single branches
one after another and to work in circles from outside to inside.
The different attachments can be screwed onto the end of the wires whereas the
connection point should only be tightened up slightly.
When using the rings or spiral we recommend leaving the connection point open by about
half a revolution because they will turn into the apt position through the weight of the
inserts.

For further product information please visit our homepage www.zieher.com
or have a look at our main catalogue!
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